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ACCESSORISE
Customise your all-new Dacia Jogger with our range of tailor-made accessories. Whether you 
are looking for a bit of extra style or something more practical, we will have the accessory to 
suit you.  



DESIGN

EXTERIOR CUSTOMISATION

SIDE STEP PACK 
£559 inc. fitting  
Sidesteps 8201741626
Side step supports 768478691R  

Enjoy style and practicality all at the same time 
with our side steps. Great for reaching loads on the 
roof and a helpful step in or out of the car.
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1. STYLE PACK (ESSENTIAL & 
EXPRESSION)
£375 inc. fitting   
Roof spoiler 8201741648
Shark fin aerial 8201731020
Illuminated door sills 7711948885
Not compatible with Extreme versions

2. STYLE PACK (EXTREME) 
£200 inc. fitting    
Roof spoiler 8201741648
Boot sill 8201741606 

Opt for our Style packs to enhance the sporty side 
of your all-new Dacia Jogger. 



INTERIOR CUSTOMISATION

3. STORAGE PACK
£150     
Boot storage box 7711940885
Magnetic smartphone holder 7711784774
Rear tray table 7711785947
Fixing for tray table 7711785944
Storage Pack + available with 2 tray tables &  
2 fixings for £252 

Keep everything in order with our Storage packs. 
A place for your phone, a tray table for passengers 
in the back and our boot storage box ensures 
everything is in its place. 
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PREMIUM DELIVERY PACKS 

1. PREMIUM DELIVERY PACK
£95 
Premium mats 749029491R
Safety kit 7711780759

2. PREMIUM DELIVERY PACK+
£160
Premium mats 749029491R
Safety kit 7711780759
Rubber boot mat 688107961R



SPARE WHEEL KIT 
£290  
Spare wheel kit 7717081628

PEACE OF MIND



COMFORT AND PROTECTION

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PROTECTION

PROTECTION PACK 

£131 inc. fitting      
Boot sill 8201741606
Boot mat 688107961R
Protect the boot of your all-new Dacia Jogger with 
our stylish boot sill and boot mat, waterproof and 
perfectly designed to the shape of your boot.



PET PACK 
£299 inc. fitting      
Separation grid 731504928R
Modular boot liner 688105569R
Enjoy complete peace of mind when travelling 
with your pet, keeping your pet safely in the 
boot whilst ensuring your boot floor and sides 
are protected by the modular boot liner.
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TRANSPORT

ROOF STORAGE

ROOF BOX PACKS

1. ROOF BOX
£289
400L roof box 7711574056
ROOF BOX +
£349
480L roof box 7711574057 

2. CYCLE PACK 
£300
Two adaptors for modular roof bars 7711949993
Roof mounted carriers for 2 bikes 2 x 7711949992



TOWBARS

SWAN NECK TOWBAR 13 PIN
£579 inc. fitting
8201735276
8201735277
8201742244  

REMOVABLE TOWBAR 13 PIN
£646 inc. fitting
8201735279
8201735280
8201742244
Our towbar’s are perfectly designed for safely 
towing your bicycle rack, trailer, boat, or caravan.
*Photo not contractual.



PEACE OF MIND

DRIVING ASSISTANCE AND SAFETY

4. DASH CAM PACK 
£422 inc. fitting 
KENWOOD front dash cam 7711599197
KENWOOD rear cam 7711599212
Enjoy peace of mind on the road with our range of 
KENWOOD dashboard cameras. 



TRANSPORT

IN NATURE RANGE

SLEEP PACK+
£1,815
3. Blackout blinds 7717300430
4. Seat storage bag 7711949289 
1. *Sleep pack frame/box 984239528R 
Mattress 984247351R

SLEEP PACK ULTIMATE 
£2,165   
3. Blackout blinds 7717300430
4. Seat storage bag 7711949289 
2. Tailgate tent 7717300226 
1. *Sleep pack frame/box 984239528R
Mattress 984247351R

PRIVACY PACK 
£249
4. Seat storage bag 7711949289 
3. Black out blinds 7717300430 

CAMPING PACK 
£599
2. Tailgate tent 7717300226 
4. Seat storage bag 7711949289 
3. Black out blinds 7717300430

*Sleep pack frame/box and mattress for vehicles  
that have not had option selected at factory 
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Enjoy the great outdoors with our ingenious  
In Nature range of accessories. 
The Sleep Pack converts your all-new Dacia 
Jogger into a bed for the night, with blinds to 
block out the light, the option of a tailgate 
tent to extend your living area and a storage 
bag to safely store the third row seats when 
not in use.



BIGGER, COOLER, 
JOGGER



Every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up-to-date when printed. This document has been created using pre-production and prototype models. In line with its 
policy of continuous product improvement, Dacia reserves the right to modify the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and featured at any time. Any such modifications are communicated 
to Dacia dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, versions may differ and some equipment may be unavailable (standard, optional or accessory). Please consult your Dacia brand 
representative for the latest information. For technical printing reasons, the colours featured in this document may differ slightly from those of the actual paintwork or interior trim. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction, in any format and by any means, of all or part of this publication is prohibited without prior written authorisation from Dacia.
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